
NATURAL LANDSCAPE PAVERS 





Quality has been and always will be “The Mission of TEMMER”

TEMMER the natural stone specialists has decades of experience 
in the Natural Stone industry, with a passionate and experienced 
global team, serving international designers and architects, 
fulfilling projects for private clients, hotels, commercial and resorts 
worldwide. 

TEMMER’s team includes architects and CAD specialists ensuring 
that they are at the forefront of clients, designers and architects 
needs and their technical expectations which are met at all times.

THE MOST VALUABLE 
INVESTMENT IS QUALITY!



CAPPUCCINO
Cappuccino, hosting one of the most perfect shades of marble is offered in different sizes and surface treatments 
under TEMMER’s quality. It offers rich design options for architectural design and applications. 
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GOLDEN PRIMROSE
Golden Primrose marble including yellow and beige tones is a perfect reflection of nature. This unique stone can be 
used indoors and outdoors, in floor and wall applications. Golden Primrose is one of the favorite choices of architects.
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GOLDEN SAND
This natural beauty that TEMMER supplies from its own quarries can be produced with different sizes and surface 
treatments. Golden Sand is an artistic reflection of natural stone from past to present.
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ANTIQUE STONE
Antique Stone hosting one of the most perfect shades of marble is offered in different sizes and surface treatments 
under TEMMER quality. This natural stone offers rich options for architectural design and applications.
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CUBE STONES
TEMMER is producing paving stones for walkways, driveways or decorative purposes. The floor clad with cubes 
presents a more rustic or more modern look, depending on the chosen stone and finish. 
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BORDER DRAIN
TACTILE TILES
Aesthetic and always strong... TEMMER offers special production options in special sizes for all designs and 
applications.





WALL STONES
Aesthetically pleasing, full of character and always glamorous. Gardens can be stylishly surrounded and structured 
with natural stone walls. TEMMER is an expert in the production of split-edge or cut type wall stones with desired 
dimensions, desired surface properties. Whether designers want to use urban furniture or build a stone wall for every 
corner of the outdoor space, TEMMER’s tips and suggestions will help them with any special design.
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FIRE PIT
Fire pit patio sets can be a stylish addition to outdoor spaces. Matching furniture and accessories give a finished look 
to the patios. Create the feeling of sitting around in the campfire in wood Adirondack chairs. If designers don’t want 
to distract the beautiful scenery beyond the patio, they look for in-ground fire pit ideas. Cozy gathering spots can 
provide a crackling fire and allow an unobstructed view at the same time.





POOL COPINGS
Pool coping is available in several finishes or profiles to suit a variety of needs and tastes. Choosing natural stone 
pool coping provides you, your family, and your guests with both safety and beauty. Although safety always comes 
first, it’s nice when it brings an attractive design along with it. TEMMER has some stunning natural stone options ready 
to grace the contours of your pool. 
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